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Author’s Note 
 
The original formulation of this paper was developed in 2008 in 
preparation for the 7th Quadrennial Conference on Human 
Development sponsored by the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA) 
International.  The slide-based presentation was given at that 
conference which was held in Takayama, Japan.  Modified 
versions of the presentation were given at various venues in 
Greensboro, North Carolina in honor of Thomas Berry. 
 
In 2014, the presentation was updated and delivered at the 
Thomas Berry Colloquium which was held in Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina.  This paper was written for inclusion in the proceedings 
of that event.1  It was edited by the Editorial Board of the Center 
for Ecozoic Studies.  In 2017, the paper was published in The 
Ecozoic: Reflections on Life in an Ecological-Cultural Age, Number 4, 
2017.  The current version of this paper is available on-line at 
www.EmergingEcology.org/Documents/AtTheSpeciesLevel.pdf.  
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1 Not all the slides in the presentation on which this paper is based are shown in this version.  The complete 

set of 37 slides can be downloaded from www.emergingecology.org/Documents/SpeciesLevelSlides.pdf.  

http://www.emergingecology.org/Documents/AtTheSpeciesLevel.pdf
http://www.emergingecology.org/Documents/SpeciesLevelSlides.pdf
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At the Species Level 
 
This paper focuses on discerning the practical implications of major themes in Thomas Berry's 
writings within the context of the four institutions in which he suggests systemic changes are 
required: educational, religious, economic, and political.  The first theme is centered on 
Thomas's oft-quoted statement, "The historical mission of our time is to reinvent the human – at 
the species level." The second theme explores the epic qualities of the evolutionary story of the 
emerging universe. 
 
In the interrelated global society of the 21st century, these themes of Thomas's work provide clues 
for new forms of social interaction and personal development. This paper builds on Thomas's work 
and provides strategic clues for people interested in giving institutional form to his spiritual insights. 
From the individual perspective, Thomas's work provides a framework for seeing and interacting with 
the natural world as a mode of revelation for the divine presence in the cosmos. Relative to 
institutional perspectives, Thomas's understanding of the patterns of the universe provides fresh 
clues for organizing and managing organizations.  Combined, the principles of Thomas's work provide 
a foundation for creative actions for future generations. 
 
The four sections of this paper cover: 
• Thomas's Foundational Wisdom, 
• Ecozoic Worldview Simplified, 
• Four Transformative Institutions, and 
• Fresh Operational Paradigms. 

 
 
Thomas's Foundational Wisdom 

 
Thomas's clear statement of the historical mission of our time has provided a focal point for 
rethinking the practical actions and over all strategies appropriate for meeting the diverse and 
complex social and ecological problems of the 21st century.  Thomas's often quoted challenge from 
The Great Work appears at the beginning of the chapter entitled "Reinventing the Human."  He wrote, 
"The historical mission of our times is to reinvent the human-at the species level, with critical 
reflection, within the community of life-systems, in a time-developmental context, by means of story 

and shared dream experience." 
2  The remainder of this paper is dedicated to parsing out the specific 

implications of three of the statement's phrases. 
 
The first phrase of the quotation sets the overall scope of the contemporary challenge.  The urgent 
work of these opening decades of the 21st century requires reinventing the human at the species level. 
With electronic telecommunication and the expanding global economy, all the citizens of Earth are 
becoming increasingly interconnected.  They share each other's pains and frustrations, and they are 
aware of the gains, benefits, and intellectual achievements of their neighbors and those around the 
globe.  Thus, the proposed changes in cultural perspectives must strive to be inclusive of each of the 
modes of social and religious expression that have carried society through the 20th century. 
 

                                                      
2 Thomas Berry, The Great Work: Our Way into the Future (New York: Bell Tower, 1999), 159. 
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Over the past fifty years, Elaine, my wife, and I have traveled across five continents. We have lived in 
small villages and megatropolises in Australia, Belgium, Egypt, India, and the United States. We have 
dined with leaders of multinational corporations and nationally elected leaders. We have dined in 
village homes where guest accommodations were highlighted by a rug carefully placed on the dirt 
floor. The seven billion human inhabitants of Earth present a wide and varied tapestry of desires, 
capacities, perspectives, and resources. No one image, statement, or generalization can capture the 
magnitude and grandeur of humans at the species level. The photo, taken at the Ville Parle train 
station near Mumbai, India, captures a sense of the diversity, vibrancy, and interconnectedness of 
the human species moving into the 21st century.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The two other phases of Thomas's mission statement for humans that most capture my imagination 
are the last two.  The injunction that the reinvention of the human species must occur in a time-
developmental context provides a fruitful impetus for a substantive change in the collective 
imagination.  For centuries, especially in the Western imagination, humans have understood that the 
world in which they find themselves was brought into being as a fixed and completed reality into 
which they must both individually and collectively fit.  Holy books, wise leaders, and a host of cultural 
patterns and training programs have been devised to help people grow up to function in this created 
reality as smoothly as possible. 
 
Yet, this picture of a created reality neither accurately describes the planet, nor does it provide an 
adequate framework in which to make the essential decisions regarding a productive presence of 
the human community within the larger eco-systems. Modern physical sciences, from astronomy to 
geology, have helped fit together the pieces of the fourteen-billion-year history of the universe. 
Within the social sciences, psychologists like Ken Wilbur and a host of others have helped to clarify 

Commuters at the Ville Parle train station near Mumbai, India. 

Commuters at the Ville Parle train station near Mumbai, India 
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the developmental process of an individual's growth in consciousness as well as the general rise in 
consciousness of the species as a whole. 
 

 In 2005, a group of Thomas's supporters 
in Greensboro organized an art display 
of a series of tapestries crafted by a 
women's cooperative in South Africa. 
Thomas visited the exhibition with us.  
My picture of him viewing the portion 
of the universe story in which humans 
emerged remains one of my favorite 
candid shots; he looks like he's just a 
part of the journey. This set of 
tapestries represents one way to 
convey the message that we, all of us, 
live in a perpetually unfolding reality. 
 
As the last phrase of Thomas's statement 
indicates, the final aspect of reinventing 
the human involves story and shared dream 
experience. The epic story of the 

fourteen-billion-year unfolding of the cosmos provides the larger context in which each of our 
particular actions and decisions has meaning and value. Those people committed to reinventing the 
human at the species level will find countless ways to tell and retell this vitalizing story. 
 
Another foundational aspect of Thomas's wisdom is that the institutions through which humans act 
together and thrive as societies must change their operational patterns. In the introduction to his 
chapter on "The University," he wrote, "The four basic establishments that determine human life in 
its more significant functioning: the government, the religious traditions, the university, and the 
commercial-industrial corporations ...are failing in their basic purposes for the same reason. They all 

presume a discontinuity between the non-human and human modes of being." 3  The third section 
of this paper will explore ways that the institutions will be impacted by the change of perspectives 
that Thomas proposed. 
 
At this point in the paper, the important element in the discussion centers on the fact that the 
historical mission of our time is to re-invent the human at the species level and that the institutions 

through which humans function will be impacted by the same change in perspective. Thomas never 
underestimated the magnitude of the change that he was advocating. The level of newness he 
foresaw was on the order of magnitude of a geologic era.  He realized that "This new period we identify 
as the Ecozoic era [is] a fourth biological era to succeed the Paleozoic, the Mesozoic, and the 
Cenozoic”.4 

                                                      
3 Ibid., 72. 
4 Brian Swimme and Thomas Berry, The Universe Story: From the Primordial Flaring Forth to the Beginning of 
the Ecozoic Era-A Celebration of the Unfolding Cosmos (New York: HarperCollins, 1994), 242. 

Thomas viewing tapestry by Kopanang Women's Guild during 
exhibition at Guilford College. 
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Ecozoic Worldview Simplified 
 
The question then becomes, how does one go about "reinventing the human at the species level"? 
In the previous transitions from one era to another, some species and life forms became extinct, and 
others began to flourish. Throughout the evolutionary history of all our reptilian and mammalian 
ancestors, when living conditions became intolerable or new external situations provided previously 
unavailable resources and environments, some of the life forms transformed themselves. Birds' 
beaks changed shapes to crack nuts or new shapes of seeds, giraffes' necks lengthened to reach 
higher leaves-the examples are countless and well documented. 
 
The human species is, however, different in that beyond our physical structure, we operate in a 
cultural context. During this particular transition on the universe's journey, instead of a physical 
mutation, a mindset or change in perspective is called for.  As Thomas put it, "If the reorientation of 
the mind is not effected, then whatever remedy is proposed will not succeed in the purposes it 
intends."5  This "reorientation of the mind" can be called a change of worldview.  Our times require 
a worldview adequate to the task of making sense of current wisdom and contemporary experience 
that guides actions in ways that have long-term viability for both our species and our planet.  This 
worldview must also have ways to incorporate the great wisdom that the human species has 
accumulated in previous centuries. 
 
I have been experimenting with simple ways to phrase the complex ideas presented by Thomas and 
others so that they can be remembered and are generally accessible to people of diverse educational 
and cultural backgrounds.  I began formulating four concise statements in the year 2000.  I put them 
into poetic form and sang it at a concert with Earth Mama that was attended by Thomas as a part of 
his birthday celebration in 2007.  Later versions of the same statements6 form the foundation for my 
recently published book, Through Three Portals: Helping Tomorrow Unfold, which is a systematic approach 
to theology in the 21st century.  Simply put, we can say the Ecozoic worldview affirms that: 
 

1. We live in an emerging universe; 
2. We live among a communion of subjects; 
3. We can experience at-one-ness; and 
4. All beings participate in shaping tomorrow. 

 
Emerging Universe 
 
Throughout human history, "The story of the universe has been told in many ways by the peoples of 
Earth."7  For centuries in India, holy ones and curious tourists have visited the Ellora Caves.  These 
caves were hand carved by monks into solid mountains of basaltic lava.   The walls and pillars contain 
intricate carvings that portray the birth of the cosmos from the minds of the gods. 
 
Several images pervaded the 20th century about the kind of universe in which the human species 
lives. People generally assumed that somehow or another all the things, powers, and properties of 

                                                      
5 Thomas Berry, The Sacred Universe: Earth, Spirituality, and Religion in the 21st Century, ed. Mary Evelyn Tucker 
and John Grim (Columbia University Press, NY, 2009), 169. 
6 F. Nelson Stover, Through Three Portals:  Helping Tomorrow Unfold (Greensboro, NC: Morgan Deniz, 2014), 9. 
7 Swimme and Berry, Universe Story, I. 
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the known and unknown universe came 
into being at some time in the past and 
that the human quest involved figuring 
out how to most responsibly live with the 
given reality. Considerable scientific 
research and on-going human 
experience, however, began to call this 
picture of reality into question.  Things 
do seem to change over time.  Whether 
observing the surface of the moon, the 
shape of the galaxies or the general 
human condition on Earth, patterns of 
change and transition cannot be ignored. 
 
For a more adequate description of the 
universe, we can say we live in an 
emerging universe. All the elements of 
any given moment work together creating tomorrow in an emerging universe. Change happens as 
new responses to given situations foster unique entities with new capacities. "In the Epic of 
Evolution, science becomes a path to wisdom."8 

 
Consider the dogwood tree with its red nuts that provide food for the squirrels and buds that blossom 
into beautiful flowers in the springtime. Have the flowering plants been on Earth as long as the ferns?  
Probably not.  Evidence shows that the flowering plants with their nuts and fruits are a relatively 
recent addition to the biosphere.  Most likely, they, allowing the mammals to flourish, emerged 
around sixty-five million years ago. The flowering plants may have contributed to the demise of the 
dinosaurs who ate only ferns and grasses, which would have been crowded out by the more prolific 
and colorful hardy trees and flowers. 
 
Even the human species has grown, developed, and been transformed over time.  Thomas Berry and 
Brian Swimme have outlined the overall phases of the emerging universe in their book The Universe 
Story.  Their narrative includes the human journey from foragers on the African savannahs through the 
populating of the planet to the rise of consciousness up to the present mode of being the dominant 
species on Earth. Such an understanding of an emerging universe, including each of us in the process, 
dramatically changes the fundamental questions facing each individual.  The life question shifts from 
"How do I fit in?" to "How do I contribute to building the future?" 
 
Communion of Subjects 
 
That the universe is a communion of subjects rather than a collection of objects is the central commitment of 

the Ecozoic era. 9  The tendency in previous centuries was to observe that the human species had 
achieved a level of consciousness and selfhood unachieved by other entities and then to go on to 
assume that the other-thanhuman realm served only as resources for human fulfillment.  Yet such 
a utilitarian approach unhelpfully belittles the non-human world.  Trees, such as the majestic oaks, 

                                                      
8 Thomas Berry, Evening Thoughts: Reflecting on Earth as Sacred Community, ed. Mary Evelyn Tucker (San Francisco: 
Sierra Club Books, 2003), 125. 
9 Ibid., 243. 

Visitors to Ellora Caves view rock carvings from the 8th and 9th centuries. 
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cannot be reduced to simply potential chairs or a quantity of future lumber for fine home 
construction.  Each tree has its own set of rights and contributes to the overall health of the planet 
in its own particular way.  Trees have tree rights, which are different from human rights, yet important 
in and of themselves. 
 
We can experience the subjectivity of the non-human species 
in our pets.  My dog, Tony, clearly makes decisions, has plans, 
and comes up with clever ideas of his own.  He understands 
his role as one who keeps squirrels in the trees instead of the 
garden.  We both enjoy walking in the woods and sharing the 
joys of a summer evening in the park. 
 
When each part of the universe, each creature and entity on 
the planet, is viewed as a self with its own unique rights and 
responsibilities, then a new reverence arises.  This deep 
connection calls one to revise his or her patterns of action that 
foster consumption and environmental degradation.  Without 
this self-conscious affirmation of the rights of each particular 
entity within the Earth community, old modes of species 
extinction and rampant extraction of limited resources will 
continue to prevail in individuals' economic decision-making 
as well as in developing national and international social policy. 
 
Experience of At-One-Ness 
 

At one time or another, nearly everyone 
has woken up to face the spectacular 
majesty of new fallen snow or watched 
the sunrise over the ocean or a calm lake. 
These moments give a person the sense 
that a deep harmony pervades the 
universe and that this harmony engulfs 
them in tranquility.  This sense of at-one-
ness with all that is happens directly to 
most people sometime in their life. It may 
happen when walking alone through a 
bird-filled forest or while watching the 
silvery moon slide across a star-filled sky. 
The breaking down of the barriers of 
separation may occur in the depths of 
despair and frustration with self or 
others. Sometimes it happens in the 
midst of deeply collegial and 
interpersonal bonding. 
 

Throughout all of Thomas's writings, he points to the wide variety of ways that the sacred shines through 
the natural world.  Wonder is that which arouses awe, astonishment, surprise, or admiration: a marvel, a 

Nelson and Tony, two subjects in 
communion. 

Snowy sunrise, Greensboro, North Carolina 

Tony and Nelson, two subjects in communion. 
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feeling of glory.10  No matter how at-one-ness breaks through, knowing that such moments happen to 
each of us provides an important third foundational understanding of the 21st century.  Both an 
individual's interior well-being and his or her exterior wellbeing make essential contributions to the 
overall well-being of each individual and the planet as a whole. 
 
While this breaking of barriers simply happens, nonetheless individual and collective actions can enhance 
this mode of existence.  One year in India, I met a young boy and his sister.  They got all dressed up for me 
to take their pictures.  All the gestures and verbal advice that could be conjured up failed to produce 
smiling expressions that provide for lasting photographic memories.  Finally, I suggested that the boy put 
his arm around his sister; and then the smiles broke forth.  Sometimes just the gesture of touching 
someone transforms the relationship and breaks the bonds of individual and collective separation.  Other 
more formal methods, such as meditation and yogic practices, also foster the movement toward a space 
of living without boundaries in a world of distinct yet interrelated entities. 
 
All Beings Participate 
 
The final understanding undergirding a worldview adequate for shaping the 21st century is one that 
centers on the acknowledgment that each person, creature, and entity, consciously or unconsciously, 
participates in shaping the future.  While the reality of this proposition has been true for eons, individuals 
and societies have only recently become aware of the fact that "Cosmogenesis is structured by 
autopoiesis.... Autopoiesis is the power each thing has to participate directly in the cosmos-creating 
endeavor.”11  In previous centuries, responsibility for influencing the future had often been relegated to 
the priests, politicians, and other learned leaders.  In some societies, all responsibility for the shape of 
the days yet to come has been taken entirely out of the realm of human action and placed in the 
hands of the gods who dwell beyond the bounds of everyday existence. In the 21st century, the 
impact of the human species on the future of the planet has become unmistakable.  The implications 
for the consequences of the actions of each individual and community can no longer be externalized. 
 
During 2013, Elaine and I spent two weeks in Costa 
Rica. While there, we visited an active volcano. 
Seeing the fuming cauldron at the bottom of the 
mouth of the mountain dramatized that everything, 
even a volcano, is actively participating in shaping 
the future of the planet.  This participation is not a 
maybe, sort of involvement, in fact, the decisions 
made and actions taken by each entity of society 
today shapes the course of the future.  This new 
future becomes the context in which the next 
generation makes decisions and lives out its 
existence. 
 
The practical implications of the ways that our 
activities play an active role in shaping the future is the 
subject of the next section of this paper. 
 

                                                      
10 Berry, Sacred Universe, 150. 
11 Swimme and Berry, Universe Story, 75. 

Volcano in Costa Rica 
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Four Transformative Institutions 
 
Moving forward, each of the major societal institutions will need to respond in new ways to put these 
foundational understandings into practice in ways that provide long-term sustainable patterns of 
human presence on Earth.  The educational institutions will need to shift their curriculum to focus 
on becoming more universe referent by teaching students of all ages how the human and non-human 
realms interact.  The religious institutions will need to find ways to provide meaning and significance 
to living in an emerging reality.  The business institutions will need to readjust their values and 
incentives to deal with the realities of a non-petroleum economy as well as to include the 
environmental costs in their calculations.  Finally, the political institutions will need to find ways for 
all entities of the Earth community to actively participate in making the decisions that shape the 
future of everyone – not just one gender or species. 
 
The dominant educational institutions of recent centuries have focused on preparing students to 
thrive in an economy based on extractive manufacturing processes and consumptive life-style 
choices.  The lessons taught were founded on principles that promoted the primacy of the human 
species within the larger natural world.  These skills and perspectives have precipitated much of the 
present environmental crisis. The new basis of teaching in the 21st century will rely on universe 
referent perspectives in which students of all ages come to appreciate the way that the human and 
nonhuman worlds live in mutually enhancing relationships. This process can begin at an early age by 
teaching gardening and food-raising skills to primary school students so that negative stigmas 
attached to participating in the process of food production can be transformed into positive values. 
 
At more advanced levels, science studies will focus more on under standing the complex interactions 
among the various species and how they change over time, rather than on memorizing particular 
details about a presumed static reality.   At all levels of the educational process, the very framework in 
which the courses are taught needs to change to enable the students to play creative roles in the 
future-creating task.  The universities must decide whether they will continue training persons for 
temporary survival in the declining Cenozoic era or whether they will be educating students for the 
emerging Ecozoic.12 
 
Equally important, the curriculum taught in schools needs to 
adequately prepare the students to understand the long-
term history of the planet and the bioregion in which they 
live. Earlier this spring my family made a visit to Pilot 
Mountain, about an hour from our home. While there, I 
encountered a young man looking attentively at the same 
windblown rock formation that I was viewing.  We struck up 
a conversation, and I learned that he was taking a geology 
course at one of the nearby universities. We both agreed that 
the rock looked "pretty old."  I proceeded to ask him how old 
he thought the formation was. After thinking a minute, he 
surmised that the rocks were about eight to ten thousand 
years old.  He was a bit surprised when I told him that I 
thought they were about fifty thousand times that old.  This 
range of mountains on the eastern side of the Appalachian 

                                                      
12 Berry, Great Work, 85. 

Pilot Mountain stone scape 
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Mountains were standing there before the plates collided to first form the Appalachian range. 
 
Knowing the geologic history of the area in which you live provides grist for appreciating the wonder 
and majesty of the creative processes that have been involved in forming the habitat in which you 
conduct your daily activities.  This history also shapes the terrain and resources on which the future 
can be built. 
 
The second set of global institutions in which substantial change is required to incorporate the 
changing common wisdom of the 21st century involves those institutions that self-consciously give 
meaning and significance to daily occurrences – the religious institutions of all cultures and societies. 
While most of the dominant religious practices include threads of insight about how to appreciate, 
affirm, and gain insight from the natural world, these aspects of the traditions have often been 
obscured and ignored.  Historically, the Eastern religions have gotten stuck in literal interpretations 
of their mythic stories, and Western religions have removed their spiritual practices from activities 
that include encounters with the natural world.  Both religions, like the universities, have separated 
themselves from active participation in and with the emerging planet. 
 
Thomas proposed, "We need an ecological spirituality with an integral ecologist as a spiritual guide. 
The integral ecologist would understand the numinous aspect of a universe emergent from the 
beginning.  The sequence of transformative events would be understood as cosmological moments 
of grace to be celebrated religiously with special rituals.”13   This reintegration is not some kind of 
return to an undifferentiated merger with the natural world in which humans, animals, and rocks 
have the same role and status within a kind of magical kingdom.  Rather, this ecological spirituality 
comes on the other side of humans accepting their role as self-conscious actors in the drama of the 
emerging planet. This participation, on the part of humans, then takes on an added responsibility of 
implementing projects and programs that are mutually enhancing for all parties involved. 
 
Many of the basic assumptions on which the 
rampant economic expansion of the 20th 
century was based are no longer tenable. 
"The story of the entire 20th century had been 
largely the story of petroleum, its discovery 
and use by humans."14  Cheap petroleum 
energy that allowed transportation of goods 
and materials on a global scale is becoming 
merely a memory.  Many other natural 
resources are at or near their maximum 
levels of cost-effective availability.  The costs 
of removing and discarding waste products 
are no longer insignificant.  New models of 
sustainable businesses at the national and 
local levels are becoming necessary, and 
prototypical examples are proliferating. 
 

                                                      
13 Berry, Sacred Universe, 135-136. 
14 Berry, Great Work, 150. 

Oil well in an Illinois wheat field 
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One place that many people are beginning to change the ways of doing business involves cutting 
down the distance between food production and food consumption. This process involves finding 
ways to encourage people in each locale to participate actively in the food production process and 
then distribute their products nearby. In the early 1990s a nurse in Greensboro purchased some 
acreage south of town and began raising goats.  Within a decade, Goat Lady Dairy was producing 
high quality goat cheese that has become a prized commodity at farmers' markets and local 
restaurants.  Furthermore, annual open houses at the farm provide first-hand exposure to area 
children so that they come to appreciate the sources of the food they eat. Finding creative 
alternatives to exclusive dependence on fossil fuels also provides an important avenue for creativity 
and ingenuity in all. 
 
Finally, attention needs to be given to the structures by which society makes decisions and through 
which it cares for itself. Many of the guiding principles of political institutions assumed an illiterate 
or uneducated population without real insight for making decisions about the future. The fact that 
politicians are increasing the use of town hall meetings indicates growing interest in involving citizens 
in deliberative processes.  Over several decades teams working with the Institute of Cultural Affairs 
(ICA) have developed a group "operating system" called Technology of Participation (ToP)®.  ToP 
methods provide replicable, systematic processes for ensuring that those who will be affected by the 
outcomes of decisions are able to participate in shaping the plans and then working together in the 
processes of implementing change. 
 
In addition to using decision-making methods that include all parts of the human community, our 
political institutions need to find ways to embody the reality that the human species does not 
function in isolation from the rest of the bio-systems of the planet. "We are not here to control. We 
are here to become integral with the larger Earth community."15  This change of perspective will affect 
the kinds of laws that are enacted as well as the personal attitudes that inform daily decisions. 
 
A small example of the change that is 
required arises during family holiday 
vacations to the Carolina beaches.  The 
signs near the beach may inform the 
tourist that the beaches are owned and 
governed by a particular municipality or 
private owner.  In fact, the beaches are 
also the home of the crabs, pelicans, and 
fish.  Ensuring that these creatures, too, 
have their well-being considered in the 
same urgency as the tourists provides a 
test for individual compassion and 
collective caretaking. 
 
 
Fresh Operational Paradigms 
 
The entire collection of Thomas's writings and his personal encounters with numerous students and 
audiences provide a careful historical analysis of the human journey up to and through the 20th 

                                                      
15 Ibid., 48. 

Topsail Island crab at home on the beach. 
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century. They also contain a fresh vision for a new level of embodied consciousness on the planet. 
Figuring out the details of how to make the change from the terminal Cenozoic era to the beginning 
of the Ecozoic era is left to those who follow in Thomas's footsteps. In this last section of this paper, 
I will deal, briefly, with four clues – four helpful tools that Thomas provided: language patterns, 
personal development, lifestyle patterns and worldview transformation. 
 
Language Patterns 
 
Thomas understood that the divine manifested itself in and through the natural world.  Furthermore, 
through communion with the natural world, one could come to know the divine. Putting this 
experience into words, however, required special kinds of attention.  Often, much of the scientific 
community reduces the natural world to a series of measurable objects and then proceeds to develop 
specific descriptive word patterns to describe them. In so doing, many people turn the universe into 
a clock-like machine. This objectification of the natural world undergirds many justifications for 
extractive processes and environmental degradation. 
 
As an alternative approach, Thomas wrote, ''Analogy is the key to all human communion with the 
non-human, whether the divine or the natural world. The divine has ways of speaking that are not 
human ways.  So, too, do natural phenomena have ways of speaking that are not human language.  

The effort to reduce all wisdom to a univocal language is a primary error or failure of our times." 
16  The 

historical religious traditions provide a wealth of metaphorical articulations of the divine-human 
interaction.  An important task of awakened leaders in the 21st century is to see through the meaning 
of these metaphors and create fresh contemporary images and stories capable of evoking awe and 
wonder in the same way that the ancient stories did. 
 
Part of the danger in this process arises from the illusion that science uses only univocal language, 
and since religion, presumably, uses exclusively metaphor and analogy, this approach is deemed less 
reliable and therefore less useful. In fact, both science and religion require both univocal and 
metaphorical language to convert experience into useful wisdom. Care must be taken to determine 
which kind of language is being used at any particular point in a discussion. 
 
Personal Development 
 
A second significant factor in the process of reinventing the human at the species level involves 
going beyond individual awareness and concern to considering the individual's growth in the larger 
context of the planetary community. While this was not a major, specific focus of Thomas's 
writings, we can get a clue for the scope of change that such a transformation would entail by 
considering the change that occurred when life moved from single-cell existence to multi-cellular 
existence. When this happened, cells got a different kind of message. "The generator of the 
message was Argos, a new creature.   A new cause had appeared in the world, a power that could 
not exist but for the intimate communion of those particular cells, but a power that, once allowed 
to exist, immediately set to the task of ordering the community in new and surprising ways.”17 

 
In my opinion, a change is needed from organizations of individuals chartered as corporations that 
are designed, primarily, to amass wealth and provide for the economic betterment of the owners 

                                                      
16 Berry, Sacred Universe, 145. 
17 Ibid., 110. 
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and managers, to formations of creative individuals acting out their common passions for the mutual 
enhancement of those involved and the planet on which they reside.  This transformation, like the 
change from single to multi-celled creatures, will provide a new ordering of consciousness and 
provide a sense of community in new and surprising ways. 
 
Lifestyle Patterns 
 
A third element for reinventing the human involves changing personal lifestyles from a consumer mindset 
based on the acquisition of manufactured goods to one devoted to undertaking significant activities 
moving toward enhancing both the human and non-human communities.  As Thomas wrote, "I would 
suggest that we see these early years of the 21st century as the period when we discover the great 
community of the Earth, a comprehensive community of all the living and nonliving components of 
the planet.”18 

 
For some people, returning to gardening, growing 
food, and planting trees may seem like a return to 
agrarian patterns of centuries long past or from 
drudgeries no longer deemed appropriate.  The 
futility, however, of seeking fulfillment from the 
acquisition of personal possessions has also become 
apparent to many people.  Finding the appropriate 
balance between the need for materials for daily 
living and the pool of resources available to the 
human species within the larger Earth community 
offers a unique challenge to citizens of the 21st 
century. 
 
Worldview Transformation 
 
Finally, the task of reinventing the human at the species level involves formulating, propagating, and 
enabling the transition to a worldview adequate to the task of continuing the emergence of the 
universe as it takes conscious form on Earth. Initially, the human species woke to consciousness in 
the savannahs bordering the forests of Africa.  For hundreds of generations, these bands of 
individuals wandered the globe in search of food and shelter.  They learned the cycles of the weather, 
plants, and animals in each particular location.  From the tapestry of their experience, they wove 
what might be called a forest worldview. 
 
Between five and ten thousand years ago, groups of people began to harness the rivers to irrigate 
their fields.  With this new capacity, agriculture began along the Yellow River in China, along the Indus 
River in India, along the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in Iraq, and in various places in the Americas.  
This new level of social order and human interaction with the natural world resulted in the creation 
of a farming worldview.  New sets of stories and practices guided societies through this period. 
 
With the rise of industrialization in the 18th century, means of mass production and the widespread 
extraction of fossil fuels and other important minerals fostered the growth of major urban centers 
sustained by international trade and commerce at previously unprecedented scales.  Once again, the 

                                                      
18 Berry, Evening Thoughts, 141. 

Tree planting:  volunteers, politicians and professionals 
working together 
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human species culturally recreated itself.  By the close of the 20th century, the factory worldview had 
taken hold on every continent with wide-ranging capacity to fuel social imagination.  At the opening 
of the 21st century, the downsides of this extraction-driven approach to life on the planet are 
becoming apparent. "We are involved not simply with an ethical issue but with a disturbance 
sanctioned by the very structures of the culture itself in its present phase. The governing dream of 
the 20th century appears as a kind of ultimate manifestation of that deep inner rage of Western 
society against its earthly condition as a vital member of the life community.”19 
 
The previous sections of this paper have described what might be called the formation worldview for 
the 21st century.  In this new mode of human interaction, individuals experience the beauty and 
wonder of the natural world and each other as they join in the common task of building the 
social forms to foster the perpetual unfolding of the ever-emerging universe.    Accepting the task 
of reinventing the human at the species level involves understanding the magnitude of the 
challenge, setting out a vision of a new mode of human existence, modeling this possibility in 
credible ways, and enabling others to participate in this opportunity.  Thomas helped set out the 
vision; those who follow have the opportunity of drawing on his wisdom to bring this new mode of 
existence into being. 
 
I look forward to working with those committed to reinventing the human at the species level. 
  

                                                      
19 Berry, Great Work, 165. 
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